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A Helping
Hand

+
Recommended RPM’s
Hardwoods: 1725 or under
Softwoods: 3450 Maximum

Hollow Chisel and Bit Maintenance
How to Reduce Breakage

Hollow Chisels and Bits are made for long, hard use. With reasonable and proper care
you can obtain good service from these dependable tools. Adjust bit and chisel carefully. If the bit head comes in contact with the cutting bevel of the chisel, excessively
heating occurs and the metal will crystallize. A clearance of about 1/32" at point “A”
should be maintained at all times. On chisels larger than 3/4" this clearance should be
increased to 1/16". Excessive clearance is equally harmful and should be avoided.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Insert proper size bit through chisel opening.
Place chisel brush on chisel shank.
Slide correct bit bushing on bit shank. Be sure end of shank hits bottom of bushing.
Raise entire assembly up through chisel socket and tighten bit bushing lightly.
Position chisel bushing in chisel socket with 1/32" spacer.
Push chisel upward, then tighten chisel bushing set screw.
Push bit upward as far as it will go. Tighten bit set screw against bushing securely.
Screw knurled nut up as far as it will go.
8. Loosen chisel and remove spacer. Square up chisel with fence. Raise chisel up as far as
		 it will go. Tighten chisel set screw against bushing flat.

To obtain Maximum performance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fasten tools securely.
Maintain proper spindle alignment
Replace badly worn bushings
Replace badly worn bits
Keep tools sharpened and in good condition at all times.

Sharpening Hollow Chisel Bits
We recommend using
Cratex #046M Sharpening
Stick for Chisels
(See Page 134)

We recommend using
TA296-F Sharpening
Stone for Bits
(See Page 129)

A Hollow Chisel Bit should produce a fine, well-broken chip that can be readily
cleared through the chisel. It can only do this when its edges are sharp and shaped as
found on a new tool. File the cutting edges of a bit from below, working through the
throat. The spurs and side lips, where applicable, should be sharp and lined up evenly
with the cutting edges. Filing spurs should be done on the inside only on the regular
Hollow Chisel Bits.

Oblong Mortising Precautions
When making oblong mortises, do not make consecutive cuts. The resulting unequal
pressure brought on by cutting with three sides of the chisel may cause it to break
or bend. If the chisel bends and contacts the rotation bit, both tools can be damaged
beyond repair. Leaving a web of material between each cut should be utilized, thus
equalizing pressure by cutting on four sides with the first passes and two sides on the
final passes, taking care to cut in center of chisel.

